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2 page weekly planner template free

0 This page could have affiliate links, which means we get a small commission for anything you buy. As an Amazon Associate we earn from qualifying purchases. Please do your research before making an online purchase. Like most of us, you'll probably start the week strong, determined to get as many things done as possible. However,
as the weekend approaches, you realize that you've accomplished very little when it comes to your priority tasks. It seems like all the time you were used to non-prioritizing tasks. (Side note: Another positive way to improve your life is to read and learn something new every day. An excellent tool to do this is to join over 1 million others and
start your day with the latest FREE, informative message from this website.) You might be wondering, How could that be? No matter how much you specify your intentions, if you don't have a solid plan, things will most likely go awry. You may have heard the quote, If you fail to plan, you plan to fail. This applies to everything, including
everyday life. So stop for a moment and imagine how next week goes. To help you plan your week, we've compiled a list of printable weekly planner templates that you can download from your creators' sites for free. These planners are unseeded to make the goal setting more flexibility. Some include time-blocking features to continue
supporting your goal of improving productivity and increasing efficiency. Go for it. Free Weekly Planner Template Printables 1. Strange Weekly Plan using Clementine Creative You no longer have to miss all the important dates with this week's planner. You can print it on A4 or letter-sized paper, and there is enough space for all the things
you plan for the entire week. In addition, there are some useful features to ensure that you stay on top of things including weekly goals and notes. This print can be placed in a very visible area, such as a refrigerator, or it can be stored on the clipboard to provide a permanent reference to where you are going. Want to build success habits
that will improve your life? Then watch this video to get the 9-step process of building habits that stick: via Passion Planner This free downloadable planner is just the thing if you want the finest time management tool. This includes a lot of useful elements that will help you keep track of the things that you need to take care of. You can
create an overview of important things to focus on for a week, as well as mark the priority tasks of the day. This ensures that you get things done at the right time. The scheduler has a 30-minute interval time block. This allows you to focus on important tasks, increasing your productivity and efficiency as you get more things done every
day. Finally, the planner is the place for you to take into account the good things that happened during the week. It you stay focused on the positive and develop a gratitude habit. Maybe it will be yours quickly to start thanking the magazine, the magazine, 3. My Week through Shining Mom There's nothing more liberating than knowing that
you have your schedule under control throughout the week. This scheduler template can help you. Plus, it comes with a lovely floral header, adding a touch of beauty as you prepare yourself mentally for what the week will bring. The scheduler has a place where you can list the top 3 priorities of the week by selecting the check boxes after
you're done with them. In this scheduler, the location for writing a weekend schedule is larger than on weekdays. It's a visual cue to give yourself some time for me and enjoy some much needed self-care, especially if you're focused on supporting your family within a week. By the way, you might want to check out this post featuring over
200 self-esteem ideas you can choose from your me time. 4. Weekly scheduler with checkboxes using Gathering Beauty With minimalist weekly planner, you can instantly see what the priorities of the week are. In addition, black and white prints are cost-effective because they are more inking-friendly than their decorated counterparts.
Whatever your reason for choosing a simple planner, this design serves its purpose very well. It has enough space to write down the things you need to take care of from Monday to Sunday. The check boxes for each item in the task list are useful to keep track of what you've already done and what else needs to be done before the end of
the day/week. This scheduler also has room for notes to mark priority items and tasks. 5. Rainbow Weekly Review via Moritz Fine Designs Unlike minimalist design, this planner is bursting with vibrant colors. There are several elements that are quite useful in organizing your week, including: a place for a quick overview of the entire
weekly scheduleDeline daily task listingWeek plan for dinnerGuest box All these features are found on one page, allowing you to quickly see everything. 6. 3-Column minimalist planner through Housewife Modern This planner's minimalist design is both versatile and ink friendly. The planner has three main columns that can be used for
specific areas of life where you need to plan. For example, if you're a student, you can use the left column to track your daily lesson schedule. You can use the middle column to track out-of-school activities, such as game practices or research groups. Finally, you can then use the last right column to return the daily general reminders,
such as books to a library or weekly linens. 7. Printable Weekly planners for the family, using more than a grace with the right planner, you can get your family involved in weekly planning. If you have children, they will soon benefit from a good time management habit. This planner was designed with the whole family in mind. There are two
striking designs that From planning your weekly schedule: one with a flower header and one with color blocks. For those who are young, using planners to improve their time management skills, you will find that having one is a great motivator to achieve your goals. 8. Child activity planner through Shining Mom Here is another weekly
planner design that is geared specifically for children. It's cute and colorful, so kids will be more willing to join with the rest of the family in their new time management habit. This planner offers rooms where children can write down all their activities throughout the week. There is also enough space to write notes, and other space that can
be used as a reminder box. Writing rooms are only right for children who still learn their penmanship. Via Londage At Home Use this elegantly designed planner to track your weekly schedule and increase your overall productivity. This is all the useful elements needed to help you plan the whole week smoothly. Your daily, recurring tasks
are assigned space, so you don't have to write them multiple times. You can also freely write unique schedules and appointments in boxes for each work day and weekend. Spaces are also provided if you can list your weekly goals (with the check box attached), write notes, and list things you're grateful for. 10. Productive Week Planner
using Modern Hustle Studio Although the to-do list of apps has already become quite popular, helping us effectively manage our time, nothing beats a sense of satisfaction when you cross an item off of your handwritten to-do list. This minimalist weekly planner allows you to do just that. It also comes with additional features to further
increase your productivity, such as: weekly habit tracker to three important habitsPriority a week (located in header)Wide space to-do listBoxes designated for your weekday meetings Now you will never miss out on anything important! 11. Organizing your weekly Printables through Abby Lawson Taking a weekly planning system is of
great help if you want to be organized and stay on task with your deliverable. And a good time management system helps you sleek sink activities that tend to become obstacles to your productivity. The right planner makes it possible. It comes with a time-blocking feature with one hour interval to help you focus on tasks. Printable also
comes with a space at the bottom of the page that allows you to set goals per week. Print a two-page spread and use it with a ring-binder notebook so you can pick it up anywhere. 12. Grayscale Weekly Planner using Paper Trail Design If you are looking for ink-friendly printable planner templates, you might want to try this one that comes
in a grayscale theme. This includes spaces for writing your schedule from Monday to Sunday. It also also a box for enumeration of targets, task list, and notes location. This clean appearance is for those who want a simple weekly planner so they can get to the business of accomplishing everything they plan for the week. 13. Girl Boss
Planner through Pine State DIY If you are like most people, you will probably use your phone as the main repository for all your to-do lists, appointments, reminders and notes. But maybe it's time to lighten the burden on your phone by finding a new system for staying on top of things. Several studies have shown that writing information
with your hands is good for the brain. It increases memory and remember, as well as sharpens your attention. This scheduler template can help you get started. It has enough space for your weekly schedule, and there is a place where you can write down your goals. It is a built-in habit tracker for your Top 7 habits, and is also a place to
write notes or reminders for yourself. 14. Super Cute Cats Weekly Planner through Printables And Inspirations Cat Lovers rejoice, this planner celebrates his favorite members of the animal kingdom. It has several design variations all revolving around the same cat theme. This planner comes in pastel colors and features several very cute
cat illustrations (there is one on a daily basis a week). It can be a purr-fectly suitable gift for someone who loves cats and is organized. 15. Pink Weekly Planner via Woo! Jr Kids Activities If you like pink, you will enjoy this printable planner. It comes with enough writing space for all your schedules, meetings, and to-do's on a daily basis of
the week. Saturday and Sunday rooms are significantly larger than on weekdays. Maybe it's supposed to encourage you to do more relaxing stuff during the weekends! This scheduler also has a task list, a box for your weekly target, and a little space at the bottom of your notes page. One standout feature of this planner is a place
reserved for positive thoughts where you can write a affirmation to get you going for the rest of the week. According to this, you might want to visit this post featuring over 160 positivity quotes to revive your day. 16. Weekly planning with Valentine Lama via Goodie Mood Here is another charming planner design for animal lovers. Meet the
Valentine lama, which will help you plan your week with precision and cuteness. This two-column scheduler provides places where you can write your plans for the week. There is also enough space in the right column for the task list. No matter how hectic your week is, this charming design will work wonders to cheer you up. 17.
Pineapple Splash Planner via Tiffany Saunders Blog This planner evokes the sun and fun while helping you achieve a very productive and organized life. To maximize the use of your planner, we recommend doing the following: Cancel time to brainstorm your schedule for a week. Ideally, it would be Sunday night. Make sure you will be
undisturbed for at least an hour so you can focus on what forward within the next seven days. Write your daily routine routine in the relevant fields. Add to your daily habits there, too. Some planners have built-in habits tracked, providing you with a comfortable space to track your buildings. Write down the special dates and mark them on
the Scheduler page. If you practice a habit of gratitude, take into account incidents and situations that you are grateful for throughout the week. If your planner is allocated space, type in your gratitude experience there. Finally, take at least five minutes in the evening to review how things went that day and re-examine what needs to be
done the next day. 18. Unicorn and Rainbow Planner via Design Dazzle If you're looking for a cute planner design, this one features a unicorn and rainbow of the fantasy life you're working to create. Meet all your weekly goals by writing them on this scheduler, which provides space for your schedule from Sunday to Saturday. There is also
room for your notes. This is one template that we highly recommend using planner stickers with! via Gathering Beauty This Planner has the easiest design among all those featured today. The template gives you an uncluttered view of the entire weekly schedule. In addition, like most grayscale designs, this print scheduler helps you save
on ink. 20. Weeklies and the ultimate goal of using On Planners This planner comes in botanical design that allows you to view your entire weekly schedule all at once. It has rooms for all seven days of the week. In addition, there are boxes where you can write your main goals, calls and emails to answer, and other reminders for the entire
week. The free version does not come with a watermark and is not fully editable. However, all of the above functions are available and usable. The weekly planner is very beneficial for a number of reasons, including: Keep track of all your tasks and responsibilities at any time Focus on important projectsIntention of the dispersion 21.
Minimalist Weekly Planner via Bobbi Printables Here is another minimalist and ink-friendly planner design that you might want to try. The default size for this template is A4 and can be easily adjusted to the paper size that you want. For the scheduler, you can choose the beginning of monday or Sunday week. It has enough space to write
down your plans for each day of the week in boxes as well as a few notes. What can you use your planner in particular? Some people use their planners as follows: Long-term goalsAbusiness good daily habits of fulfilling social media goals 22. Colorful Weekly Blogging Planner through Black Cat Nails This Planner is specifically designed
for avid bloggers. It has colorful, eye-catching design and cool features to help track and improve your blog's metrics. One column contains the main calendar for each day of the week. Another column contains a location where you can specify your weekly goal; box of work assignments; reviews tracker; a section on options; and comes
up ideas that you could implement next week. Another interesting feature found in this template consists of icons on the right side of each weekly calendar box. They serve as check boxes for tasks related to symbols and are specific to the blog job. Some icons include: Email (for checking emails) Chart (to check your blog stats) Comment
bubble (checking and replying to comments) Link (for checking and fixing links) FacebookTwitterInstagram 23. My Weekly Planner via Creative Calendars Here is a template with a holiday theme. It contains a to-do list, as well as a six-day calendar (Saturday and Sunday are combined into one box). This planner is perfect for keeping track
of your schedule on weekdays, such as at work or at school. In addition to your calendar and to-do list, there's an area where you can write notes, ideas, and other personal reminders for the week. This scheduler is in landscape format. You might consider pinning it to your note board to provide a quick view of your weekly schedule. 24.
Bullet Week Planner using Calendar World Follow your weekly routine with this hilarious template. In bulleted format, you can easily identify each task or schedule from the other list. This weekly planner has room for your schedule and tasks from Monday to Saturday. There are also rooms for important notes and goals for the week. 25.
Weekly Printable Page via Teal Notes This printable template has two options: a ink-friendly, black and white page, and a vibrant, festive one. Choose which of the better reflects your mood of the week. At the bottom of the page is where you can write notes and personal reminders. The calendar has a Sunday beginning with columns
assigned to each day of the week. 26. Hexagonal Weekly Planner via PB And J Studio For those who like hand-drawn and hand-painted planner designs, this one from PB and J Studio is a great option. It offers a black and white, hexagonal weekly planner template. In addition to the rooms allocated seven days a week, you will also find a
section to write down your thoughts. There is also a water tracker, which is quite useful if you're making it a habit of increasing your water intake. 27.B &amp;amp; W Hand Drawn Effect Weekly Planner via Ekocentryczka Here is another hand-drawn template done in black and white theme. It offers rooms for your plans and schedules for
all seven days a week. In addition, there are areas to write down your reminders and notes. You can use planners to track your weight loss goals, learn new skills, or create better study habits. 28. At a nutshell Weekly Printable Template via House Mix If you use a weekly planner to piece your schedule, there were probably times when

you would like that there was a monthly calendar right on the scheduler page. This is useful because you can quickly look at the days ahead to plan your week. the printable function template for the monthly calendar, along with the weekly scheduler. There is enough space each day of the week to count all scheduled activities. There is
also a separate two-column task list, as well as a section on tasks. Everything is available in a nutshell - isn't that convenient? 29. Free Floral Weekly Planner through Cottage Market This elegantly designed, weekly planner bordered on a bouquet of flowers on both sides of the page, and features boxes six days a week (with a weekend
combined into one). You can record up to five weekly goals in the appropriate room. Additionally, there are places in your to-do list and personal notes. This template can be printed in letter, semi-ear, A4, or A5 format. Size.
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